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Origin of the Solar System
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What any theory must address? 
Why do the orbits of the planets lie in the same plane ? 

Why do the eight planets and asteroids all orbit the Sun 
with prograde revolution?

Why does the Sun rotate in this prograde sense? 

Why are the orbits of the planets nearly circular?

Why do six of the eight planets have prograde rotation?
(With the exception of Venus and Uranus)

planetary orbits? (Each planet has approximately twice  
the distance to the Sun as its nearest inner neighbor) 

Why does Bode's Rule describe the nearly regular spacing of
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Questions of Planetary Composition 
What any theory must address? 
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Why  do the planets vary systematically in composition and 

density, with the innermost planets tending toward high 

density and heavy elements, and the outermost planets 

tending toward low density and substances of low melting 

point? 



Gross Properties of the Planets 
Gross Properties of the Planets 

Table 1: Gross Properties of the Planets 

Planet  Distance 
AU   

 Diameter 
103 km 

 Mass 
(Earth = 1)   

 Density 
(gm/cm3) 

 Orbital 
Inclination 

Mercury 0.39 4.9 0.055 5.4 7.0q  

Venus 0.72 12.1 0.82 5.25 3.6q  

Earth 1.00 12.7 1.00 5.52 -- 

Mars 1.52 6.8 0.11 3.93 1.9q  

Jupiter 5.20 143 318 1.33 1.3q  

Saturn 9.54 120 95 0.71 2.5q  

Uranus 19.2 51 15 1.27 0.8q  

Neptune 30.1 50 17 1.70 1.8q  

Pluto 39.4 2.4 0.03 1.99 17.2q  
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Encounter Hypothesis
rogue star passes close to the Sun 

gas is tidally removed from both rogue star and Sun 

rogue star material is less dense  
and becomes outer Solar System planets

inner Solar System material is more 
dense and becomes terrestrial planets

outer Solar System

inner Solar System
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Encounter Hypothesis 
(Buffon 1745) 

1. A “near miss” encounter occurs between the Sun and a passing star  
2. Material is pulled from the stellar surfaces by tidal forces 
3. Material cools and condenses to form planetary bodies 

Principal Shortcoming: This Requires a highly unlikely event 

Calculation ☛ Collision rate is proportional to  

- Relative speed 
- Collision Cross-Section (How close is “close”?)  
- Density of stars 

This gives a typical collisional interval of 1020 years! 

Predictive Successes ☛
Direct, coplanar, low eccentricity orbits 

Common planetary ages (but an older Sun) 

But it Doesn’t Work ☛ Ejected gas escapes before cooling
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Energy = Kinetic Energy + Potential Energy  
Conservation of Energy

Energy buckets (right) show how  
energy moves from all potential to all kinetic
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Ejected Gas Escapes before Cooling
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Nebular Hypothesis

The solar nebula contracts

As the nebula shrinks,  
its motion causes it to flatten

The nebula is a disk of matter  
with a concentration near the center

Formation of the protosun
Solid particles condense as the nebula cools, 

giving rise to the planetesimals,  
which are the building blocks of the planets
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Nebular Hypothesis & Protoplanets 

Note: Satellites are formed by accretion in disks about protoplanets
or acquired by later capture or result from collisions 

The Sun forms from a collapsing cloud of cold interstellar gas and dust ➣

➣

➣

➣

➣

➣

➣

The material forms a proto-Sun surrounded by a cool gas and dust disk 

Small particles form and grow in the disc by collisional accretion

Larger bodies (planetesimals) accrete rapidly with the aid of gravity

Planetesimals grow by accretion of gas, dust, and other planetesimals 

— gradually clearing the disk of remaining material. 
— maintained in gaseous states by collisional heating

Final states of planetesimals growth form protoplanets 
— surfaces cooling and solidifying as accretion slows  
— atmospheres dissipate at a decreasing rate 

The protoplanets evolve with time to become the present-day planets 
— differentiation between inner and outer planets 
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Inner planets have all of their volatile elements "boiled off" 
by the heat of the Sun (hydrogen, lithium, helium)

Jovian planets do not receive enough solar radiation for this to 
happen so the lighter elements remain and accumulate over time 



14 Nebular Hypothesis
Some History

Descartes 1644 ☛ Eddies and whirlpools in a turbulent disk 

Kant 1755 ☛ Planet formation in a rotating Keplerian disk  

Laplace 1796 ☛ A disk with “tidal rings” 

Some Virtues

Cool early environment allows formation of larger solid bodies 

Planet and star (Sun) formation are part of a single process ☛ accounts for 
gross orbital properties 
Accounts for composition similarities and differences (Jovian/Terrestrial)

Very great explanatory and predictive power ➣ Eminently testable  
No fundamental issues or problems outstanding  
Is a successful model for star formation as well as stellar systems       

Current Status

No viable competing model has been forthcoming
(Stars are now known and observed to form from cool interstellar clouds) 



Its internal nuclear reactions have modified the material at the sun’s core 

However, the surface layers, which have not mixed with the core in its 
present state, have quite accurately preserved the original nebular 
composition

The sun still contains most of the material of the original solar nebula 
15



The solar wind is a flow of particles that comes 

off the sun at about one million miles per hour 

and travels throughout the solar system

At the outer limits of the solar system, the 

solar wind finally begins to lose out and its 

speed drops below the speed of sound (relative 

to the interstellar medium), resulting in a 

roughly spherical shell known as the 

termination shock front

The bow shock is tipically the boundary between 

the stellar wind and the interstellar  medium 

➣

➣

➣

Heliopause is the boundary where the interstellar 

medium and solar wind pressures balance
➣
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Exploration of the Solar System
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Apolo 11 ➣ July 16, 1969 @13:32 UTC
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Apollo 11 Lunar Module Eagle, in a landing configuration was photographed 

in lunar orbit from the Command and Service Module Columbia
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Neil Armstrong ☛ first step on the Moon  
July 20, 1969 @20:17 UTC
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Apollo 11 Comes Home ☛ Amstrong, Aldrin, and Collins 
splash down on July 24, 1969  @ 16:50 UTC
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Jim Irwin sets up the first Lunar Rover Vehicle during Apollo 15 in 1971
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Mariner 10 was an American robotic space probe launched by NASA  
on November 3, 1973 to fly by the planets Mercury and Venus 
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Uranus and Neptune with Voyager 2, Picture  from 
Neptuno was taken at a range of 4.4 million miles from the 
planet, 4 days and 20 hours before closest approach
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The Soviet Mars 3 achieved the first soft landing on Mars in 1971, but 
its instruments stopped working after only 20 seconds on the surface 
The Twin Vikings landed on Mars in 1976 
Viking 2 returned data until 1980, and contact with Viking 1 was lost 
in late 1982
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Carl Sagan next to Viking lander mockup in Death Valley, California



The Mars Orbiter Camera was in orbit around Mars between 1997 and 2006
(MOC)
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Giant volcano on Mars ☛ three times as high as Everest and as wide as France

8.8km

The largest volcano in the solar system
32

MOC obtained this spectacular wide-angle view of Olympus Mons 
on Mars Global Surveyor's 263rd orbit  (April 25 1998)



NASA’s Spirit and Opportunity Mars rovers landed  
on the Red Planet on Jan. 3 and 24, 2004, respectively

This image shows a view Opportunity captured of its own shadow 
on July 26 of that year, the 180th Martian day of its mission
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Image captured by the Spirit Rover  on May 19, 2005



Curiosity Mars Science Laboratory

Curiosity was launched from Cape Canaveral on November 26, 2011 @ 15:02 UTC  

and landed on Aeolis Palus inside Gale crater on Mars on August 6, 2012 @ 05:17 UTC
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Curiosity sent back a striking selfie captured using 

the camera on its robotic arm 
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Galileo orbited Jupiter from 1995 to 2003, and conducted 
flybys of several of its moons...
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...including this one: Europa
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This image of Jupiter was actually taken by the Cassini 
spacecraft en route to Saturn
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71

Image of Saturn was taken by the Cassini spacecraft from a 
distance of 177 million miles (285 km) as it approached the 
planet. The little dot to Saturn’s upper left is Titan, whose 
brightness has been enhanced relative to Saturn
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Launched in 1997, NASA’s Cassini space probe arrived in Saturn orbit in 2004

On July 19 of this year the spacecraft took an extraordinary image of our 

home planet and moon as seen from nearly 900 miles away
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The long road to a Pluto mission
44



Pluto as seen by New Horizons
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Charon as seen by New Horizons
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Comet Tempel 1☛ image was taken 67 seconds after it 
obliterated Deep Impact's impactor spacecraft
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2/27/24, 6:05 PMComets, the Kuiper Belt and the Oort Cloud - Las Cumbres Observatory

Page 3 of 5https://lco.global/spacebook/solar-system/comets-kuiper-belt-and-oort-cloud/

dust in this tail is less strongly affected by the solar wind since the
particles of dust are much larger than the ions in the ion tail. That
is why the dust tail is usually curved rather than straight, and does
not point directly away from the Sun, because it is also influenced
by the motion of the comet. The tails of the comet can be extremely
large and may extend a distance of up to 1 AU (the distance
between the Earth and the Sun)! Both tails can be seen in the image
of Comet Hale-Bopp to the a, taken by Malcom Ellis in England.

Image credit: LCO

Kuiper Belt
The Kuiper belt
<http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kuiper_belt> is a region
between about 30 and 50 AU from the Sun in the plane of the
ecliptic. It is believed to be where most of the trans-Neptunian
objects are, including Pluto and several other recently discovered
dwarf planets. It is also thought to be the origin of many of the
solar system's short-period comets. There are several types of
Kuiper belt objects, or KBOs. Classical KBOs orbit between 30 and
50 AU from the Sun with most between 42 and 48 AU. They tend to
have orbital inclinations of less than 30°. Another type of KBO are

Gastail
Dusttail

-

As comets travel close to the Sun, the Sun's heat begins to vaporize 
the ices and causes them to form a fuzzy, luminous area of vaporized 
gas around the nucleus of the comet known as a coma

Outside the coma is a layer of hydrogen gas
called a hydrogen halo which extends up to

 1010 meters in diameter
The solar wind then blows 
these gases and dust particles 
away from the direction of the 
Sun causing two tails to form

These tails always point away from the Sun as the comet travels 
around it 
One tail is called the ion tail and is made up of gases which have 
been broken apart into charged molecules and ions by the radiation 
from the Sun
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2/27/24, 6:05 PMComets, the Kuiper Belt and the Oort Cloud - Las Cumbres Observatory
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dust in this tail is less strongly affected by the solar wind since the
particles of dust are much larger than the ions in the ion tail. That
is why the dust tail is usually curved rather than straight, and does
not point directly away from the Sun, because it is also influenced
by the motion of the comet. The tails of the comet can be extremely
large and may extend a distance of up to 1 AU (the distance
between the Earth and the Sun)! Both tails can be seen in the image
of Comet Hale-Bopp to the a, taken by Malcom Ellis in England.

Image credit: LCO

Kuiper Belt
The Kuiper belt
<http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kuiper_belt> is a region
between about 30 and 50 AU from the Sun in the plane of the
ecliptic. It is believed to be where most of the trans-Neptunian
objects are, including Pluto and several other recently discovered
dwarf planets. It is also thought to be the origin of many of the
solar system's short-period comets. There are several types of
Kuiper belt objects, or KBOs. Classical KBOs orbit between 30 and
50 AU from the Sun with most between 42 and 48 AU. They tend to
have orbital inclinations of less than 30°. Another type of KBO are

Gastail
Dusttail

-

Since the most common ion, CO+ scatters the blue light better than red 
light, to observers, this ion tail often appears blue

The other tail is called a dust tail and normally appears white

The dust in this tail is less strongly affected by

are much larger than the ions

the solar wind since the particles of dust

in the ion tail 

That is why the dust tail is usually curved rather than straight,      
and does not point directly away from the Sun, because it is also 
influenced by the motion of the comet 

The tails of the comet can be extremely large and may extend a 
distance of up to 1 AU (the distance between the Earth and the Sun)!
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Both tails can be seen in the image of Comet Hale-Bopp
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2/22/24, 6:08 PM'Oumuamua Alien Theories Explained as Scientists Propose Visiting Mysterious Object

Page 5 of 20https://www.newsweek.com/oumuamua-alien-theories-explained-scientists-visiting-mysterious-object-1671240

One way to do it would be to use what is called a Solar Oberth Maneuver, which would
involve sling-shotting a spacecraft around the sun in order to speed up and catch
'Oumuamua in a couple of decades—but it carries risks, and the need for a heat shield.

In a new draft study published last week, scientists have now proposed another way of
reaching the strange object by using the gravitational in`uence of Venus, Earth, and
Jupiter, meaning a probe could potentially reach 'Oumuamua within 26 years or so and
avoid the risks of a solar `yby. It could launch as soon as 2028, the authors say.

A stock photo showing an illustration of what 'Oumuamua might look like. Some theories to explain the space
object's existence involve aliens.

DOTTEDHIPPO/GETTY

'Oumuamua
51

First object ever detected to have visited our solar system 
from another star

It was first detected via telescope in 2017 by Robert Weryk 

Almost as soon as the object was discovered, it was on its way out, 
passing the orbits of Mars, then Jupiter in 2018, and then Saturn 
in 2019

as it passed through our solar system and sling- shotted past 
the sun at nearly 200,000 miles per hour

➣

➣

➣



A Mission to 'Oumuamua?

➣ Large uncertainty in its current position

➣ At its current distance from the Sun, 'Oumuamua is more than a
million times fainter than it was near Earth and any targeting 
spacecraft will need to be equipped with a large telescope to find 
'Oumuamua
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‘Oumuamua (pronounced oh-MOO-ah-MOO-ah) means  
“a messenger from afar arriving first” in Hawaiian

The object appears to have come from roughly the direction of 
Vega in the constellation Lyra and is now far beyond the orbit of 
Neptune heading toward the constellation Pegasus 

Vega is a star relatively close at only 25 light-years from the Sun
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What planet has the highest mountain in the Solar System? 

A. Venus 

B. Earth 

C. Mars
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What planet has the highest mountain in the Solar System? 

A. Venus 

B. Earth 

C. Mars
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What was the first space probe to leave the Solar System? 

A. The Hubble Telescope 

B. Voyager 1 

C. Voyager 2 

D. Halley Armada 
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What was the first space probe to leave the Solar System? 

A. The Hubble Telescope 

B. Voyager 1 

C. Voyager 2 

D. Halley Armada 
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How long would a one-way mission from Earth to Mars take? 

A. 7 days 

B. 7 weeks 

C. 7 months 

D. 7 years
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How long would a one-way mission from Earth to Mars take? 

A. 7 days 

B. 7 weeks 

C. 7 months 

D. 7 years
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Comets have two tails. One is a dust tail comprises of 

particles from its surface 

What is the other tail called..? 

A. Ion  

B. Stream  

C. Double tail
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Comets have two tails. One is a dust tail comprises of 

particles from its surface 

What is the other tail called..? 

A. Ion  

B. Stream  

C. Double tail
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The nucleus of a comet is surrounded by..?

A. A tail 

B. A coma 

C. A full stop
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The nucleus of a comet is surrounded by..?

A. A tail 

B. A coma 

C. A full stop
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How old is the Solar System

A. 4.6 billion years 

B. 1 million years 

C. 100,000 years  

D. 10,000 years
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How old is the Solar System

A. 4.6 billion years 

B. 1 million years 

C. 100,000 years  

D. 10,000 years
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What is the most widely accepted theory for the 

formation of the solar system?

A. Nebular hypothesis 

B. Ptolemaic Model 

C. Encounter hypothesis
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What is the most widely accepted theory for the 

formation of the solar system?

A. Nebular hypothesis 

B. Ptolemaic Model 

C. Encounter hypothesis
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Who was the first man to walk on the Moon?

A.  Buzz Aldrin  

B.  Neil Armstrong  

C.  Michael Collins 
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Who was the first man to walk on the Moon?

A.  Buzz Aldrin  

B.  Neil Armstrong  

C.  Michael Collins 
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What was the name of the mission?

A. Apollo 11  

B.  Starbuck 11  

C. Halo 11 
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What was the name of the mission?

A. Apollo 11  

B.  Starbuck 11  

C. Halo 11 
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What year did a man first walk on the Moon?

A. 1966 

B. 1967  

C. 1968  

D. 1969 
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What year did a man first walk on the Moon?

A. 1966 

B. 1967  

C. 1968  

D. 1969 
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What was the name of the rocket they launched in?

A. Mars V  

B. Jupiter V  

C. Saturn V 
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What was the name of the rocket they launched in?

A.  Mars V  

B. Jupiter V  

C. Saturn V 
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How long did the mission take?

A.  6 days  

B.  8 days  

C.  10 days 
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How long did the mission take?

A.  6 days  

B.  8 days  

C.  10 days 
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‘Oumuamua    was discovered by Robert Weryk using 
the Pan-STARRS telescope at 

A.  Haleakalā Observatory, Hawaii 

B.  Arecibo Observatory, Puerto Rico  

C. Argentine Institute of Radio Astronomy, Berazategui, Argentina  

D. Arcetri Observatory, Florence, Italy 

E. Astronomy Tower of the Sorbonne, Paris, France 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Astronomy_Tower_of_the_Sorbonne


‘Oumuamua    was discovered by Robert Weryk using 
the Pan-STARRS telescope at 

A.  Haleakalā Observatory, Hawaii 

B.  Arecibo Observatory, Puerto Rico  

C. Argentine Institute of Radio Astronomy, Berazategui, Argentina  

D. Arcetri Observatory, Florence, Italy 

E. Astronomy Tower of the Sorbonne, Paris, France 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Astronomy_Tower_of_the_Sorbonne


QUERY 9
82

Determine the escape velocity of Earth, Mars, and the Moon 
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<latexit sha1_base64="G0kLyG7EGtnxnXgAghl4RCjcqzE=">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</latexit>

vescape,Moon =
p

2GM/R =
p

2 · 6.67⇥ 10�11N m2/kg2 · 7.2⇥ 1022 kg/(1.7⇥ 106 m) = 2.4⇥ 103 m/s =
<latexit sha1_base64="Uf5lfPY3X+FF2nPCrgWLUq359cE=">AAAB+HicdVDLSsNAFL2pr1ofjbp0M1gEVzEppdqNFNy4rGBroQ1lMp20Q2eSMDMRaqg/4saFIm79FHf+jdOH4PPAhcM593LvPUHCmdKu+27llpZXVtfy64WNza3tor2z21JxKgltkpjHsh1gRTmLaFMzzWk7kRSLgNPrYHQ+9a9vqFQsjq70OKG+wIOIhYxgbaSeXSw7lbusKwUaiWM1QT275Do116tVPfSbeI47QwkWaPTst24/JqmgkSYcK9Xx3ET7GZaaEU4nhW6qaILJCA9ox9AIC6r8bHb4BB0apY/CWJqKNJqpXycyLJQai8B0CqyH6qc3Ff/yOqkOT/2MRUmqaUTmi8KUIx2jaQqozyQlmo8NwUQycysiQywx0Sarggnh81P0P2mVHa/qVC8rpfrZIo487MMBHIEHJ1CHC2hAEwikcA+P8GTdWg/Ws/Uyb81Zi5k9+Abr9QPVoJKV</latexit>

2.4 km/s

<latexit sha1_base64="g7mmif1QttihNXgM62iSTX1ulGg=">AAAB9XicdVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLevTSGARP44xoNAcl4MVjBLNAMoaeTidp0t0zdPcoYYjf4cWDIl79F2/+jZ1FcH1Q8Hiviqp6YcyZNp737szMzs0vLGaWsssrq2vruY3Nqo4SRWiFRDxS9RBrypmkFcMMp/VYUSxCTmth/3zk126o0iySV2YQ00DgrmQdRrCx0vUpOrpLm0qgvtjXw1Yu77lFzy8WfPSb+K43Rh6mKLdyb812RBJBpSEca93wvdgEKVaGEU6H2WaiaYxJH3dpw1KJBdVBOr56iHat0kadSNmSBo3VrxMpFloPRGg7BTY9/dMbiX95jcR0ToKUyTgxVJLJok7CkYnQKALUZooSwweWYKKYvRWRHlaYGBtU1obw+Sn6n1QPXL/gFi4P86WzaRwZ2IYd2AMfjqEEF1CGChBQcA+P8OTcOg/Os/MyaZ1xpjNb8A3O6wcAeJI4</latexit>

= 5 km/s
<latexit sha1_base64="wlIZihvWQuiR9n9uXPb5uKaX+nc=">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</latexit>

vescape,Mars =
p
2GM/R =

p
2 · 6.67⇥ 10�11N m2/kg2 · 6.5⇥ 1023 kg/(3.4⇥ 106 m) = 5.0⇥ 103 m/s

<latexit sha1_base64="KMWBqxsMgDYWV3Et1ztfufJ2g80=">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</latexit>

vescape,Earth =
p

2GM/R =
p

2 · 6.67⇥ 10�11N m2/kg2 · 5.9⇥ 1024 kg/(6.4⇥ 106 m) = 1.1⇥ 104 m/s =
<latexit sha1_base64="Vel5R82MX4jTnovRzZGiZ1R9nfQ=">AAAB9HicdVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLevTSGARP47RINBcJePEYwSyQDKGn05M06Z4Zu3sCYYi/4cWDIl79GG/+jZ1FcH1Q8Hiviqp6QSK4Np737iwsLi2vrObW8usbm1vbhZ3duo5TRVmNxiJWzYBoJnjEaoYbwZqJYkQGgjWCweXEbwyZ0jyObswoYb4kvYiHnBJjJR/ju6ytJBrIYz3uFIqeW/ZwuYTRb4Jdb4oizFHtFN7a3ZimkkWGCqJ1C3uJ8TOiDKeCjfPtVLOE0AHpsZalEZFM+9n06DE6tEoXhbGyFRk0Vb9OZERqPZKB7ZTE9PVPbyL+5bVSE577GY+S1LCIzhaFqUAmRpMEUJcrRo0YWUKo4vZWRPtEEWpsTnkbwuen6H9SP3FxyS1dnxYrF/M4crAPB3AEGM6gAldQhRpQuIV7eIQnZ+g8OM/Oy6x1wZnP7ME3OK8fkDSR/g==</latexit>

11 km/s

QUERY 9

Determine the escape velocity of Earth, Mars, and the Moon 
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The escape speed from Earth is 11 km/s, so a gas molecule travelling 
away from Earth near the outer boundary of the Earth atmosphere 
would, at this speed, be able to escape from the Earth gravitational 
field. Actually, if the thermal speed of a gas is greater than about 15 
to 20% of the escape speed of a planet, virtually all of the molecules 
of that gas will escape the atmosphere of the planet.

At what temperature is the thermal speed of (i) oxygen molecules and
(ii) helium molecules equal to 1.65 km/s

(iii) Explain why our atmosphere contains oxygen but not helium

[Hint: The masses of one molecule of and

are

<latexit sha1_base64="yEM0/ahcmDsavKgGARxwZMx0ZkE=">AAACDnicbVC7TgJBFJ3FF+Jr1dLmRkKCDdlFgzYaEhs7MZFHAoTMDgNMmNndzMyakA38gI2/YmOhMbbWdv6NA2yh4ElucnLOvTP3Hi/kTGnH+bZSK6tr6xvpzczW9s7unr1/UFNBJAmtkoAHsuFhRTnzaVUzzWkjlBQLj9O6N7ye+vUHKhUL/Hs9Cmlb4L7PeoxgbaSOnWtJAbedIkwgLwJOScSxhBYIrBRcwmlxAtEJdOysU3BmgGXiJiSLElQ69lerG5BIUF8Tbp5quk6o2zGWmhFOx5lWpGiIyRD3adNQHwuq2vHsnDHkjNKFXiBN+Rpm6u+JGAulRsIznQLrgVr0puJ/XjPSvYt2zPww0tQn8496EQcdwDQb6DJJieYjQzCRzOwKZIAlJtokmDEhuIsnL5NaseCWCqW7s2z5KokjjY7QMcojF52jMrpBFVRFBD2iZ/SK3qwn68V6tz7mrSkrmTlEf2B9/gAWPJmX</latexit>

O2 (molecular mass = 32 u)

<latexit sha1_base64="YUqeOLdwCWob8f5XF2laJNwOV3Q=">AAACDHicbVDLTgIxFO3gC/GFunRzIzHBDZkxBN1oSNywxEQeCRDSKRdoaGcmbceEENi78VfcuNAYt36AO//G8lgoeJImJ+ec2/YePxJcG9f9dhJr6xubW8nt1M7u3v5B+vCoqsNYMaywUISq7lONggdYMdwIrEcKqfQF1vzB7dSvPaDSPAzuzTDClqS9gHc5o8ZK7XSmqSSUECaQlaFAFguqoAmSag3XkJ9AfA425ebcGWCVeAuSIQuU2+mvZidkscTAMGFvanhuZFojqgxnAsepZqwxomxAe9iwNKASdWs0W2YMZ1bpQDdU9gQGZurviRGVWg+lb5OSmr5e9qbif14jNt2r1ogHUWwwYPOHurEAE8K0GehwhcyIoSWUKW7/CqxPFWXG9peyJXjLK6+S6kXOK+QKd/lM8WZRR5KckFOSJR65JEVSImVSIYw8kmfySt6cJ+fFeXc+5tGEs5g5Jn/gfP4AIVyZHw==</latexit>

He (molecular mass = 4 u)
<latexit sha1_base64="gc1wx2EsBowSfuB5OQn8kbBkfIg=">AAACFHicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSJUxDJTtbpRCm7cWcE+oDOWTJppQ5OZIckIZRj/wY2/4saFIm5duPNvTKddaOuBwOGcc7m5xw0Zlco0v43M3PzC4lJ2Obeyura+kd/casggEpjUccAC0XKRJIz6pK6oYqQVCoK4y0jTHVyO/OY9EZIG/q0ahsThqOdTj2KktNTJH/BibAsOr5NOeR+ew5PSEbQV5URCy7yLD8uV5CENDHpJJ18wS2YKOEusCSmACWqd/JfdDXDEia8wQ1K2LTNUToyEopiRJGdHkoQID1CPtDX1kV7rxOlRCdzTShd6gdDPVzBVf0/EiEs55K5OcqT6ctobif957Uh5Z05M/TBSxMfjRV7EoArgqCHYpYJgxYaaICyo/ivEfSQQVrrHnC7Bmj55ljTKJatSqtwcF6oXkzqyYAfsgiKwwCmogitQA3WAwSN4Bq/gzXgyXox342MczRiTmW3wB8bnD5XpnBE=</latexit>

m(O2) = 5.3⇥ 10
�26

kg

<latexit sha1_base64="Pfn64vjXEtASHNsIiAIEG8FsFfM=">AAACE3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0WogiUp0rpRCm66rGAf0MQymU7boTNJmJkIJcRvcOOvuHGhiFs37vwbp2kWWj1w4XDOvdx7jxcyKpVlfRm5peWV1bX8emFjc2t7x9zda8sgEpi0cMAC0fWQJIz6pKWoYqQbCoK4x0jHm1zN/M4dEZIG/o2ahsTlaOTTIcVIaalvnvBS7AgOGyQ5hhewWq5CR1FOJLSt2/i0UkvuU38ySvpm0SpbKeBfYmekCDI0++anMwhwxImvMENS9mwrVG6MhKKYkaTgRJKECE/QiPQ09ZFe68bpTwk80soADgOhy1cwVX9OxIhLOeWe7uRIjeWiNxP/83qRGp67MfXDSBEfzxcNIwZVAGcBwQEVBCs21QRhQfWtEI+RQFjpGAs6BHvx5b+kXSnbOsrrs2L9MosjDw7AISgBG9RAHTRAE7QABg/gCbyAV+PReDbejPd5a87IZvbBLxgf3yEwm9k=</latexit>

m(He) = 6.6⇥ 10
�27

kg where 
<latexit sha1_base64="mBbJclxQSlbTweWx6/9UIN8Qs9w=">AAACEnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0XQhSVTJHWjFNy4rGAf0MQymU7aoZMHMxOhhPgLbvwVNy4UcevKnX/jtM1CWw9cOJxzL/fe48WcSWVZ30ZhaXllda24XtrY3NreMXf3WjJKBKFNEvFIdDwsKWchbSqmOO3EguLA47Ttja4mfvueCsmi8FaNY+oGeBAynxGstNQzT9BD6ogAJhm8gKhi29BRLKASIusuPa3Wspk9GmQ9s2xVrCngIkE5KYMcjZ755fQjkgQ0VIRjKbvIipWbYqEY4TQrOYmkMSYjPKBdTUOs17rp9KUMHmmlD/1I6AoVnKq/J1IcSDkOPN0ZYDWU895E/M/rJso/d1MWxomiIZkt8hMOVQQn+cA+E5QoPtYEE8H0rZAMscBE6RRLOgQ0//IiaVUryK7YN2fl+mUeRxEcgENwDBCogTq4Bg3QBAQ8gmfwCt6MJ+PFeDc+Zq0FI5/ZB39gfP4A1R+buQ==</latexit>

1 u = 1.66⇥ 10�27 kg

QUERY 10
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(i)

(ii)

(iii) Because the escape temperature is so high for oxygen, very few

The average surface temperature on Earth is approximately 15˚C

But helium, with one-eighth the mass, can escape at much lower 
temperature

oxygen molecules ever escape the atmosphere

QUERY 10

<latexit sha1_base64="wGlLFE4Gd0pZxpYbqx+HKZmi3c8=">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</latexit>

TO2 =
(0.15 vescape)2 m

3k
=

32 · 1.66⇥ 10�27 kg · (0.15 · 1.1⇥ 104 m/s)2

3 · 1.38⇥ 10�23 J/K
= 3, 708 K

<latexit sha1_base64="nO39lXywEoIV1ZbjviXY7h0Juho=">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</latexit>

THe =
(0.15 vescape)2m

3k
=

4 · 1.66⇥ 10�27 kg · (0.15 · 1.1⇥ 104 m/s)2

3 · 1.38⇥ 10�23 J/K
= 46 K
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QUERY 11
Compute the temperature for which the thermal speed of      is equal 
to 15% of the escape speed at the surface of the Moon. How does this 
account for the absence of an atmosphere on the Moon? 

<latexit sha1_base64="fl21jaQSW3imjR7H4z1RcedO8sk=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hd0g0ZMEvHgzgnlAsoTZyWwyZB7LzKwQlnyEFw+KePV7vPk3TpI9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlHBmrO9/e2vrG5tb24Wd4u7e/sFh6ei4ZVSqCW0SxZXuRNhQziRtWmY57SSaYhFx2o7GtzO//US1YUo+2klCQ4GHksWMYOukdk8LdN+v9ktlv+LPgVZJkJMy5Gj0S1+9gSKpoNISjo3pBn5iwwxrywin02IvNTTBZIyHtOuoxIKaMJufO0XnThmgWGlX0qK5+nsiw8KYiYhcp8B2ZJa9mfif101tfB1mTCappZIsFsUpR1ah2e9owDQllk8cwUQzdysiI6wxsS6hogshWH55lbSqlaBWqT1clus3eRwFOIUzuIAArqAOd9CAJhAYwzO8wpuXeC/eu/exaF3z8pkT+APv8wd5SI8C</latexit>

O2
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QUERY 11
Compute the temperature for which the thermal speed of      is equal 
to 20% of the escape speed at the surface of the Moon. How does this 
account for the absence of an atmosphere on the Moon? 

<latexit sha1_base64="fl21jaQSW3imjR7H4z1RcedO8sk=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hd0g0ZMEvHgzgnlAsoTZyWwyZB7LzKwQlnyEFw+KePV7vPk3TpI9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlHBmrO9/e2vrG5tb24Wd4u7e/sFh6ei4ZVSqCW0SxZXuRNhQziRtWmY57SSaYhFx2o7GtzO//US1YUo+2klCQ4GHksWMYOukdk8LdN+v9ktlv+LPgVZJkJMy5Gj0S1+9gSKpoNISjo3pBn5iwwxrywin02IvNTTBZIyHtOuoxIKaMJufO0XnThmgWGlX0qK5+nsiw8KYiYhcp8B2ZJa9mfif101tfB1mTCappZIsFsUpR1ah2e9owDQllk8cwUQzdysiI6wxsS6hogshWH55lbSqlaBWqT1clus3eRwFOIUzuIAArqAOd9CAJhAYwzO8wpuXeC/eu/exaF3z8pkT+APv8wd5SI8C</latexit>

O2

The mean surface temperature of the Moon is            during the day 
and          during night. The temperature during the day is hot 
enough that oxygen (and other gases) would have escaped during 
the time since the formation of the moon to the present
Moreover, the temperature during the moon formation could have 
been approximately

<latexit sha1_base64="uh8juWijfL+XkDKZ9ONnBjxhDcE=">AAAB+HicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9aPrnr0EiyCp7IrUj1JoRePFewHtGvJptk2NMkuSVaoS3+JFw+KePWnePPfmLZ70NYHA4/3ZpiZFyacaeN5387a+sbm1nZhp7i7t39Qcg+PWjpOFaFNEvNYdUKsKWeSNg0znHYSRbEIOW2H4/rMbz9SpVks780koYHAQ8kiRrCxUt8t+V71oUeYIqinBKr33bJX8eZAq8TPSRlyNPruV28Qk1RQaQjHWnd9LzFBhpVhhNNpsZdqmmAyxkPatVRiQXWQzQ+fojOrDFAUK1vSoLn6eyLDQuuJCG2nwGakl72Z+J/XTU10HWRMJqmhkiwWRSlHJkazFNCAKUoMn1iCiWL2VkRGWGFibFZFG4K//PIqaV1U/GqlendZrt3kcRTgBE7hHHy4ghrcQgOaQCCFZ3iFN+fJeXHenY9F65qTzxzDHzifP+q8kfg=</latexit>
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TO2 =
(0.15 vescape)2 m

3k
=

32 · 1.66⇥ 10�27 kg · (0.15 · 2.3⇥ 103 m/s)2

3 · 1.38⇥ 10�23 J/K
= 162 K



Pale Blue Dot
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Consider again that blue dot. That's here. That's home. That's us.  

On it everyone you love, everyone you know, everyone you ever heard 

of, every human being who ever was, lived out their lives.  

The aggregate of our joy and suffering, thousands of confident 

religions, ideologies, and economic doctrines, every hunter and 

forager, every hero and coward, every creator and destroyer of 

civilization, every king and peasant, every young couple in love, 

every mother and father, hopeful child, inventor and explorer, every 

teacher of morals, every corrupt politician, every "superstar," every 

"supreme leader," every saint and sinner in the history of our species 

lived there – on a mote of dust suspended in a sunbeam
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The Earth is a very small stage in a vast cosmic arena. Think of the 

rivers of blood spilled by all those generals and emperors so that, in 

glory and triumph, they could become the momentary masters of a 

fraction of a dot. Think of the endless cruelties visited by the 

inhabitants of one corner of this pixel on the scarcely distinguishable 

inhabitants of some other corner, how frequent their 

misunderstandings, how eager they are to kill one another, how 

fervent their hatreds.

Our posturings, our imagined self-importance, the delusion that we 

have some privileged position in the Universe, are challenged by this 

point of pale light. Our planet is a lonely speck in the great enveloping 

cosmic dark. In our obscurity, in all this vastness, there is no hint 

that help will come from elsewhere to save us from ourselves.
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The Earth is the only world known so far to harbor life. There is 

nowhere else, at least in the near future, to which our species could 

migrate. Visit, yes. Settle, not yet. Like it or not, for the moment the 

Earth is where we make our stand.

It has been said that astronomy is a humbling and character-building 

experience. There is perhaps no better demonstration of the folly of 

human conceits than this distant image of our tiny world. To me, it 

underscores our responsibility to deal more kindly with one another, 

and to preserve and cherish the pale blue dot, the only home we've 

ever known.

Carl Sagan
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